Combining amorphous solid dispersions for improved kinetic solubility of posaconazole simultaneously released from soluble PVP/VA64 and an insoluble ammonio methacrylate copolymer.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the potential of combining multiple ASDs based on water soluble and insoluble polymers to reach and maintain poorly soluble posaconazole (PCZ) supersaturation over time. ASDs of PCZ were obtained with PVP/VA64 or an ammonio methacrylate copolymer by solvent evaporation method with a fixed 20% (wt/wt%) drug loading ratio and physical mixtures of these ASDs were prepared at various proportions. ASDs were characterized by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) and powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) and compared to their respective physical mixture with crystalline PCZ. Crystalline PCZ equilibrium solubility was determined at pH 1.2-2 range. Dissolution profiles were constructed under non-sink condition with an adapted dissolution system. PXRD analysis demonstrated that both ASDs were at the amorphous state and FT-IR spectroscopy revealed that the analytical signal of PCZ was also absent in both ASDs. Equilibrium solubility of crystalline PCZ varied between 26.36 ± 0.32 (pH 2) to 609.33 ± 3.68 (pH 1.2) μg/mL. All ASDs reached higher concentrations than the equilibrium solubility of crystalline PCZ during dissolution. PVP/VA64 ASDs showed dominance over PCZ dissolution and recrystallization rates whereas Eudragit RS PO ASD alone did not cause PCZ recrystallization whatsoever. The combination containing 20 mg PVP/VA64 + 80 mg Eudragit RS PO as PCZ carriers obtained the highest AUC, suggesting that even after the PVP/VA64 part was completely dissolved, reaching a concentration above crystalline PC Cs, the insoluble polymer could still release PCZ slowly and maintain supersaturation over time. The research demonstrated a potential of combining multiple ASDs to achieve distinct dissolution profiles while increasing the kinetic solubility of poorly soluble drugs.